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Classroom Ready Resource

Congressional Copy of the Thirteenth Amendment
Discussion Questions
Background
In less than 50 words the Thirteenth Amendment marked a radical change in the course of American constitutional
history, undoing the contradiction of America's founding: that slavery could not exist in a nation dedicated to
liberty and equality.
The Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution abolished slavery in the United States. It was adopted on
December 6, 1865, when Georgia became the twenty-seventh state to ratify the amendment, giving it the
constitutionally required support of three-fourths of the states. There had been unsuccessful attempts to pass an
abolition amendment in Congress before 1865. Representative James Ashley introduced an abolition amendment
in 1863. In April 1864 the Senate passed the Thirteenth Amendment, but opposition from Democratic
representatives prevented it from receiving the required two-thirds majority in the House. Only after Abraham
Lincoln was re-elected in 1864 did Congress approve the amendment.
When he first became president, Lincoln supported a Thirteenth Amendment that would have protected slavery in
the states where it existed, but over the course of the Civil War his thinking changed and he became committed to
immediate abolition. After signing the Emancipation Proclamation on January 1, 1863, Lincoln championed a
Thirteenth Amendment to abolish slavery permanently in the United States. The Emancipation Proclamation freed
only those slaves in states still at war. As a wartime order, it could subsequently be reversed by presidential decree
or congressional legislation. Ending slavery forever required a constitutional amendment, and securing its passage
became Lincoln’s highest legislative priority. President Lincoln’s battle to pass the Thirteenth Amendment
continued until the final hours before Congress was to vote on January 31. At the announcement of the
Amendment’s passage, crowds cheered in the congressional galleries. These crowds included African Americans
who, until 1864, were barred from the Capitol galleries. Now, according to the Constitution, the amendment
needed to be ratified by three-fourths of the state legislatures before it could officially become part of the
Constitution. Within days, several states ratified the amendment and by December it was officially written into the
Constitution. President Lincoln did not live to see that day. He was assassinated before official confirmation of
the amendment’s passage. On December 18, 1865, when the amendment officially went into effect, it freed almost
one million slaves.

About This Document
This copy of the Thirteen Amendment is one of six known handwritten, “Congressional” copies of the Thirteenth
Amendment to be signed by President Lincoln. In all, President Lincoln is believed to have signed 14 copies of the
Amendment. This particular copy also carries the signatures of Vice President Hamlin, 37 of the 38 Senators and
114 of the 119 Representatives who eventually voted for it. Lincoln signed 14 copies as a symbol of his
enthusiasm and support for the resolution. Soon after, the Senate declared Lincoln’s signature “unnecessary,”
rebuking him on the grounds that the president has no constitutional role in proposing or passing constitutional
amendments. Article V of the Constitution clearly states that the amendment process belongs jointly to the
Congress and the state legislatures. A president lacks the power to propose, vote for, or veto an amendment to the
Constitution, which is part of the balance of power established by the Constitution.

Discussion Questions
1) Whose signatures are on this document?
2) Why did Congress tell President Lincoln that he was not allowed to sign the official copy of the Thirteenth
Amendment?
3) Why do you think there were so many copies of the Thirteenth Amendment made?
4) After signing this draft of the Thirteenth Amendment, Congressman George W. Julian went home and wrote in
his diary, “I have felt, ever since the vote, as if I were in a new country.” How do you think this Amendment
affected Americans immediately? How did it impact future generations?
5) The Thirteenth Amendment was the first of the three “Reconstruction” amendments. What were the other two?
What did they do?

